Musical magic manual

The unbelievable musical magic of the number 12
This is an extraordinary tale. It’s worth some good exploratory time. The students will encounter
many things they already “half know,” and they will be enchanted at the end. The mathematics
that’s here is technically on target (working with the exponential function) but of much greater
value is the connection of the math with a world that they are all involved with, not only music, but,
for example, an exploration of the nature of perception. Of course most teachers will feel that they
do not have time to do justice to this but in reply to that I need to simply repeat my mantra, to forget about all the technical mechanical units and just do things like this. Just be an artist and thereby
show them how to be artists in their own lives. Enough technical stuff will get done.
1. The multiplicative nature of frequency discrimination.
How do we hear a musical note? The scientific explanation is
that our ear drums oscillate at a certain frequency and send
corresponding signals to our brain. The frequency of this oscillation determines how “high” is the note we hear––often
called the pitch of the note. The higher the frequency of the
oscillation, the higher the pitch of the note.

This write-up is not a lesson plan. It’s
a guide to the good questions to ask
and work with. There’s no telling
where things might go, once the students’ own knowledge is accessed.

We're going to start with a couple of basic “axioms” about the
interaction between different notes. The first is the fact that
the ear compares different frequencies of sound multiplicatively rather than additively.
To begin, I write the following sequence of frequencies on the
board
1000, 1200, 1600
and play the three notes to the class. I do this a few times to
give them a feeling for the tune.
Now I play the same tune but at a higher pitch. I get them to
agree that it’s the same tune. Many of them will know that I
have “transposed the key.” I then tell them that the frequency of the first note of the new sequence is 1500 Hz, and
ask them to guess the frequencies of the remaining two
notes.
1500, ????, ????
With each such guess we can Well there perhaps are two
simple conjectures, and both of them are suggested by the
class. The first is obtained by adding 500 to each of the original notes, and the second by multiplying each original note by
1.5.
Additive:

1500, 1700, 2100

Multiplicative:

1500, 1800, 2400.

We take a vote and most of the class chooses the second.
And that is in fact the correct answer. To illustrate, we play
the tune described by the additive set and it does not sound
the same as the original. The lesson here is that the ear is
sensitive not to frequency differences, but to frequency ratios.

The numbers here represent frequencies measured in hertz, abbreviated as
Hz. One hertz is equal to one cycle
per second. For example a note of
1000 Hz drives your eardrum at 1000
complete oscillations every second.
You can run this nice little experiment using a piano keyboard, but the
frequencies you get are not such
nice round numbers that display the
patterns more simply. So you need
something like a tone generator.
There are a few of these online, but
they only play one note at a time. I
got a student to make a simple webbased app that will do this.

The transition 1500, 1800 sounds the
same the same as the transition 1000,
1200 because the ratio of the frequencies is the same (5/6). Whereas the
transition 1500, 1700 has a different
ratio.
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Threshold separation
This multiplicative sensitivity applies to a whole range of
stimuli, and an interesting angle on these ideas comes from
looking at threshold separation. The question is, how much
separation must there be between two “signals” before you
can tell that they are different?
Some examples. How different should two weights be for
you to reliably say which is the heavier? How much louder
does one sound have to be than another for you to know
which is the louder? How much brighter does one light have
to be than another for you to notice the difference? And the
question of the hour: what frequency difference between two
notes can be consistently detected?
In all these cases it is not the absolute but the relative or percentage difference that counts. For example, a person whose
perceptual limit is to distinguish the weights of two objects
of 100 g and 102 g (for example by holding them one in each
hand) will not be able to distinguish 200 g and 202 g. The
best he will able to do is distinguish 200 g and 204 g. In this
case we would say that his “just noticeable difference” (JND)
for weight perception is 2%.
A JND table for different perceptual classes appears at the
right. Clearly there is great variation in perceptual ability, so
what the table records is average response over many subjects. I think the saltiness one is funky––you can distinguish
by taste an 8% difference in salinity. And we see that the
threshold difference for frequency discrimination is half a
percent. For example, the C that is two octaves above middle
C is just over 1000 Hz, and so in that range we can distinguish notes that are 5 Hz apart.
A striking observation about the table is that the JND of 0.5%
for frequency discrimination is substantially lower than that
for the other examples. [In particular it’s 10 times better
than our ability to distinguish loudness.] For some reason
our capacity to distinguish frequencies is far better than our
capacity for most other classes of signals. Why is that? Does
it have something to do with survival in our evolutionary
past?

Here’s a classic demonstration of
weight sensitivity. Put two loonies
in one envelope and one loonie in
another. Hold them in each hand.
You can easily tell the heavier.
Now put two loonies in one shoe
and one in the other. Try the same
thing, holding one shoe in each
hand. You can no longer tell. The
weight differences are the same but
it is the ratios that tell the tale.

Just noticeable differences
signal
percentage
brightness
8%
loudness
5%
heaviness
2%
saltiness
8%
pitch
½%

I have always wondered why it is
that listening to a sequence of
notes of varying frequency is so
much more interesting, and indeed is able to strike much more
deeply into the centre of our
souls, than listening to a sequence
of notes of varying amplitude
(loudness).

I experiment with this in class. I play a pair of notes, 1000 Hz
and 1002 Hz and ask which is higher. No one can tell. I repeat the experiment, increasing the separation, always playing the notes in random order, until they can detect the difference. In fact I find that most of the class can reliably distinguish 1000 and 1004, and everyone can distinguish 1000
and 1005. That's half a percent right there, so the psych
books appear to be right!
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2. The harmonics of combining notes.
When do two notes of different frequency sound “good” together.
Let’s experiment a bit. I play a C and the G above it, and then
I play them together. They sound pretty good together.
Then I play C and G# and then I play them together. The result does not sound so good. The notes seem to clash.
What’s going on here?
There are a number of ways to answer this question. Here’s
the one I want to focus on. Two notes sound good together
when the ratio of their frequencies can be expressed as a
quotient of small integers. "Small" here means something
like "5 or less."
Of course this is all relative to the capacity of the human ear
to discriminate and we have already set this bar at an accuracy of half a percent. So here’s the condition: two notes
sound good together when their relative frequency is within
half a percent of a quotient of small integers. In the table at
the right, half a percent corresponds to moving the third decimal place by 5.
So what notes go well with C? Well, the table of relative frequencies at the right gives us F and G. F has relative frequency 1.335 which is within half a percent of 4/3 and G has
relative frequency 1.498 which is within half a percent of
3/2. And while we’re at it, E is close. E has relative frequency 1.260 which is within one percent of 5/4.
However the ratio of the frequencies of G# and C is 1.587 and
that’s not within half a percent of the ratio of any pair of
small integers. The best I can do for a “small” ratio is 19/12
= 1.583. That falls within half percent but 19 and 12 are not
small in our sense. So G# and C should not sound good together.

When do two notes sound good
together? This is surely a complex question with lots of different views (and tastes!) and I
begin the class with an interesting discussion of this question.
Here we are interested in the
mathematics of different note
combinations. I bring a keyboard to class.
C
C# Db
D
D# Eb
E
F
F# Gb
G
G# Ab
A
A# Bb
B
C

1.000
1.059
1.122
1.189
1.260
1.335
1.414
1.498
1.587
1.682
1.782
1.888
2.000

The table above gives the frequencies of different piano keys
relative to the C in the first row.
Actually pianos can be tuned
slightly differently depending on
taste and context (use). The frequencies above belong to what
is called the even-tempered
scale. We will come back to this
idea.

Hey that doesn’t mean they shouldn’t be played together.
Music has the power to evoke all kinds of emotions and
sometime we want it to reflect a clash of interests. I ask the
class for examples and I discover that some of my students
know a lot more about music structure than I do.
There is another point of view on this question of harmony
and that comes from working with the sin graphs of the frequencies. We turn to that now.
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Combining wave forms—periodicity.
When we strike a piano key, that causes a wire in the piano to oscillate and that causes a period
disturbance in the air (waves of alternating high and low density) and tat causes your eardrum to
oscillate with the same frequency and the signal sent to your brain causes you to “hear” the note.
[When we say it this way it sounds crazy—like sci-fi.] Anyway I can represent this oscillation
graphically with a sin wave of the appropriate frequency.
It’s useful to have a table of such frequencies and here’s one taken from the website:
https://www.seventhstring.com/resources/notefrequencies.html
C

C#

D

Eb

E

F

F#

G

G#

A

Bb

B

0 16.35 17.32 18.35 19.45 20.60 21.83 23.12 24.50 25.96 27.50 29.14 30.87
1 32.70 34.65 36.71 38.89 41.20 43.65 46.25 49.00 51.91 55.00 58.27 61.74
2 65.41 69.30 73.42 77.78 82.41 87.31 92.50 98.00 103.8 110.0 116.5 123.5
3 130.8 138.6 146.8 155.6 164.8 174.6 185.0 196.0 207.7 220.0 233.1 246.9
4 261.6 277.2 293.7 311.1 329.6 349.2 370.0 392.0 415.3 440.0 466.2 493.9
5 523.3 554.4 587.3 622.3 659.3 698.5 740.0 784.0 830.6 880.0 932.3 987.8
6 1047 1109 1175 1245 1319 1397 1480 1568 1661 1760 1865 1976
7 2093 2217 2349 2489 2637 2794 2960 3136 3322 3520 3729 3951
8 4186 4435 4699 4978 5274 5588 5920 6272 6645 7040 7459 7902
These frequencies correspond to the even-tempered scale (and more of this later). Standard piano
range is A0 = 27.50Hz to C8=4186Hz. “Middle C” is usually taken to be at 261.6 Hz.
Okay. Let’s plot the sin graph of middle C. It has frequency 261.6. So what equation does that give
us? I ask the students to write it down but they have trouble remembering the formula, for example, whether to multiply or divide. Let’s see. We are looking for a formula
y = sin(θ)
where θ depends on time t. Now in one second we want 261.6 complete oscillations. So one oscillation will occur in an interval of size 1/261.6 s (that’s called the period). So if t changes by that
amount, the angle θ needs to change by 2π. To accomplish that we need θ = 2π(261.6)t. Thus the
middle C graph has the equation
y = sin[2π(261.6)t]
This is plotted below.

Check the period––does it seem right?
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Okay, let’s plot the sin graphs for C, G and G#.

Now what happens when we play two notes at the same time? Well you get both oscillations. That
should correspond to adding the sine waves. Actually, to keep the amplitude at 1, we’ll simply take
their average:
1

C&G: 𝑦 = 2 [sin(261.6 × 2𝜋𝑡) + sin(392 × 2𝜋𝑡)]

1
2

C&G#: 𝑦 = [sin(261.6 × 2𝜋𝑡) + sin(415.3 × 2𝜋𝑡)]

What do you see? The C&G oscillation is periodic (can you calculate the period?) whereas the C&G#
oscillation is not. In this way we have a graphical interpretation of what it means for two notes to
sound nice together––their joint wave-form is periodic!
Note. I have over-simplified the situation. In fact there’s a sense in which neither wave-form is periodic and another sense in which they both are. Using the frequencies found in the formulae
above, neither is exactly periodic. But if we treat G as having frequency 3/2 of C and G# as having
frequency 19/12 of C, then both are periodic (and thus they will seem periodic to your ear) but the
period of C+G# is much longer (and your ear won’t be so pleased). See the exercise set.
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3. Constructing the music scale
So far we have discovered two important facts about how we hear
and interpret musical notes. I will call them axioms because they are
fundamental to our task of constructing the music scale.
Axiom 1. The ear compares different frequencies multiplicatively
rather than additively.
Axiom 2. Two notes of different frequency sound “good” together
when the ratio of their frequencies can be expressed as a quotient of
two small integers.
Okay––let’s construct a music scale. Now what do I mean by that?
Recall that a note is a certain frequency of oscillation. Now there
are an infinite number of possible frequencies available, so there
are an infinite number of possible notes. To construct a scale, what
we need to do is pick out a certain finite subset and agree that these
will be the notes we will all “use” when we play music. These notes
will be the frequencies we tune our piano keys to, and the ones we
play on our guitars and violins. But which ones shall we pick and
what properties do we want the scale to have?
Perhaps the first thing to note is that there are lots of ways to make a
scale. In fact different solutions have been adopted by different cultures at different times. But the system we use now has dominated
Western culture for 500 years, and that suggests that it might just
have something going for it.
Here what we’ve done. We’ve grouped the notes into octaves each
with 12 notes, and the frequencies in each octave are twice those in
the previous octave. In terms of the table of frequencies given above,
each row is an octave and the frequencies are twice those found in
the previous row.
Why have we chosen this structure? And the question I am most interested in here is why did we decide to have 12 notes to an octave?
Why not 10? Why not 16? Why not 13?
Okay, suppose that you are back 500 years or so and you’ve been
given that job––to choose the notes, to construct the scale. What
sort of properties would you like the scale to have?

What's so great about 12?
That’s the question I throw out
to the class. I ask how many of
them have asked that question
before. No one. That's not surprising, but it is sometimes interesting to step back and see
how many of the properties of
the civilized world we unquestioningly accept, as if they had
come from "on high," as if there
had never been an alternative.
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Two principles
I ask the class that question, and after considerable discussion and a
bit of editing, here’s what they come up.
1. The capacity to transpose. We want the scale to have the same
structure from the point of view of each note. That is, if we have a
nice tune which starts on a certain note, we want to be able to play
the same tune starting on any other note. In musical jargon, we
want to be able to “transpose.”
2. The principle of nice combinations. We want lots of pairs of notes
that sound good together––like C and G.
Now let’s interpret these principles using the axioms of the last sections. The first principle would seem to require that we have a uniform frequency “gap” between successive notes in the scale. And
using Axiom 1, a uniform gap, from the point of view of our musical
perception, requires a uniform multiplicative separation. And the
second principle tells us, using Axiom 2, that we want our scale to
have lots of pairs of notes whose frequencies are in the ratio of
small integers. Thus we reformulate our two principles as follows:
1. Homogeneity. No matter where we are in the scale, adjacent
notes should have the same frequency ratio.

The axioms
Recall the axioms developed
in the last section.
Axiom 1. The ear compares
frequencies multiplicatively
rather than additively.
Axiom 2. Two notes sound
“good” together when their
frequencies are in a ratio of
small integers.

2. Nice combinations. The scale should have lots of pairs of
notes with frequencies in the ratio of small integers.
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The search for r
Okay. Let’s take a starting note, and we’ll call it middle C, and to
keep the notation simple, we’ll take its frequency to be 1. That is
we’ll measure all subsequent frequencies relative to the frequency
of middle C. Now let’s look at the principle of nice combinations.
The “simplest” ratio of small integers is 1:2, and so we surely want a
note of frequency 2. That’s a fundamental enough interval that we’ll
give it a name––we’ll call it an octave. An octave is the interval between any note and the note of twice the frequency. In fact, a note
and the note with double the frequency sound in some sense as if
they were different versions of the same note, one higher than the
other, and for that reason we give them the same letter name. So
we have middle C of frequency 1, the C above middle C, of frequency
2, the C below middle C of frequency ½, and many others.
The question now is, what notes shall we put between two adjacent
C’s? How many and of what frequency?
Well let’s impose principle 1. It tells us that the notes we insert
should be equally spaced multiplicatively, that is the ratio r between
successive notes should be always the same. Okay, what should
that ratio be?
Someone suggests 1.1. Okay––that’s a good example. Suppose the
ratio were r=1.1. What would the notes be? Well, we start with 1,
and then each note is 1.1 times the note before. So we have the successive powers of 1.1. We work out the decimal representations of
each and tabulate them at the right.
How are we doing? How many notes do we get in an octave?––
seven? eight? seven and a half? Well that’s the problem isn’t it––we
don’t have an octave. We don’t have a note with frequency 2. So 1.1
is no good as a ratio.
How do we find a good ratio? Someone suggests trying other numbers, like 1.05, 1.08, etc. but that’s too much trial and error for me.
What we really need is to impose the condition up front that we hit
2. Whatever ratio r we choose, we have to have
rn = 2
for some integer n, where n will be the number of notes in an octave.
Now we have two unknowns, r and n, but they are related by the
above equation. If we find one, then the other will be determined
by the formula. The approach above has been to look for the right
r. But an alternative is to look for the right n.

powers of 1.1
(1.1)0 = 1.00
(1.1)1 = 1.10
(1.1)2 = 1.21
(1.1)3 = 1.33
(1.1)4 = 1.46
(1.1)5 = 1.61
(1.1)6 = 1.77
(1.1)7 = 1.95
(1.1)8 = 2.14

r and n
Rather than look for a good
value of r, look for a good value
of n. This is a powerful change
in our point of view. The search
for n is much easier because it’s
an integer so there are only a
small number of feasible possibilities that need to be considered.
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The search for n
So let’s look for n, the number of notes in an octave. This is
not so hard to do as we know that it has to be an integer and
it can’t be too small or too large. If it were small, like around
5, we wouldn’t have enough notes in an octave to give us interesting music, and if it were too large, like 20, we might
well have more notes than we could cope with, both conceptually and mechanically. What we can do easily enough is
take a reasonable range for n and try all the different values
in that range and see what notes we get in the octave. We
will judge n to be “good” if we get lots of small integer ratios.
For example, take n=10. Then the 10 notes in our octave will
be:
1 = 𝑟 0 , 𝑟1 , 𝑟 2 , 𝑟 3 … 𝑟10 = 2
Actually there are 11 notes in that list, but we usually take
the last one, 𝑟10 = 2, to be the start of the next octave.

We need some data collection
here so we throw the task to
the class. Take your favorite
value of n and work out the
notes. See what you get.
Who wants n=5? Who will
take n=6? Etc.
Someone asks: don’t we know
what n is? Isn’t n equal to
12? Well, yes, that’s what we
all use. But the point is that
we’re cutting loose from that.
We’re supposing we’re free to
choose n. We want to find
out why 12 is the one that was
chosen.

To find these frequencies we need to know r. And we find
that by solving the equation
𝑟10 = 2.
How is that to be done? The simplest way is to take 10th
roots of both sides:
𝑟 = 21/10 = 1.0718
Then the successive notes of the octave would be
𝑖

𝑟 𝑖 = (21/10 ) = 2𝑖/10

The equation 𝑟10 = 2 gives several students trouble.
“Do I take logs of both sides?”
Well you can but there’s a more
elementary way. So I give them
a simpler version to consider, like
𝑟 2 = 2 or 𝑟 3 = 2 . How would
you solve those?

for i between 0 and 9.
This will work for any n. The formula for r in terms of n is:
𝑟 = 21/𝑛
and then the notes of the octave are
𝑖

𝑟 𝑖 = (21/𝑛 ) = 2𝑖/𝑛
for i between 0 and n–1.
So what shall we take for n? The simplest way to encounter
the different possibilities is simply to tabulate the notes of
the octave for a bunch of different values of n.
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Drawing up the table
I get the class to tabulate the notes for all values of n between 4 and 16. Most of them calculate the
successive notes of their octave by multiplying again and again by = 21/𝑛 . In this case we warn
them not to replace their calculated r-value by a short decimal approximation, as the round-off error will accumulate through successive multiplications. Calculate r exactly, store it in your calculator, and then use the stored value as the multiplier. Of course the easy way to do this is with a
spread sheet.
i
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

n=4
1.000
1.189
1.414
1.682
2.000

n=5
1.000
1.149
1.320
1.516
1.741
2.000

n=6
1.000
1.122
1.260
1.414
1.587
1.782
2.000

n=7
1.000
1.104
1.219
1.346
1.486
1.641
1.811
2.000

n=8
1.000
1.091
1.189
1.297
1.414
1.542
1.682
1.834
2.000

n=9
1.000
1.080
1.167
1.260
1.361
1.470
1.587
1.714
1.852
2.000

n=10
1.000
1.072
1.149
1.231
1.320
1.414
1.516
1.625
1.741
1.866
2.000

n=11
1.000
1.065
1.134
1.208
1.287
1.370
1.459
1.554
1.656
1.763
1.878
2.000

n=12
1.000
1.059
1.122
1.189
1.260
1.335
1.414
1.498
1.587
1.682
1.782
1.888
2.000

n=13
1.000
1.055
1.113
1.173
1.238
1.306
1.377
1.452
1.532
1.616
1.704
1.798
1.896
2.000

n=14
1.000
1.051
1.104
1.160
1.219
1.281
1.346
1.414
1.486
1.561
1.641
1.724
1.811
1.903
2.000

n=15
1.000
1.047
1.097
1.149
1.203
1.260
1.320
1.382
1.447
1.516
1.587
1.662
1.741
1.823
1.910
2.000

n=16
1.000
1.044
1.091
1.139
1.189
1.242
1.297
1.354
1.414
1.477
1.542
1.610
1.682
1.756
1.834
1.915
2.000

Be sure you understand the table––for example in the n=10 column, the entries give the decimal
representation of the frequencies 2𝑖/10 (0i10) of the 11 notes starting at middle C (frequency 1,
i=0) and ending at the next C up (frequency 2, i=10).
Okay. What makes one n better than another? For that we turn to principle 2. It tells us that we
want lots of small integer ratios in our pairs of notes. That means that whatever column we select,
we want it to have a good supply of fractions like 3/2, 4/3, 5/3, 5/4, 7/4, etc.
Okay, first the bad news––the numbers 2𝑖/𝑛 will always be irrational and will never contain integer
ratios small or otherwise! This is a fascinating set of ideas in itself, and is pursued in problem 6.
But now for the good news––the ear can’t actually distinguish tiny variations in frequency, so it’s
good enough to be very close to lots of small integer ratios. And from the JND table of the last section, “very close” in the case of frequency discrimination means around half a percent. So let’s rereformulate principle 2:
2. Nice combinations (reformulation). The scale should have lots of pairs of notes with frequencies
within half a percent of small-integer ratios.
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Looking for a good ratio
Let’s start with what is surely the most important ratio and
that’s 3/2. We need to find numbers which are within ½% of
1.5. That is they have to be between the pair:
1.50.995 = 1.493
1.51.005 = 1.508.
Amazingly enough, there’s only one note in that entire table
that qualifies, and that’s
2

7/12

= 1.498,

the 7th note in a 12-note octave. Score 1 big point for n=12.

The number that exceeds 1.5
by 0.5% is 1.51.005. This
multiplicative way of thinking gives us quite an elegant
path through the next bunch
of calculations.

This note, the 7th in the octave, turns out to be G.
Called the “fifth” it is the major player in the key of C.

Now let’s take the next simplest ratio and that’s 4/3. We
need to find numbers which are within ½% of 1.333. That is
they have to be between the pair:
1.3330.995 = 1.326
1.3331.005 = 1.340.
Again there’s only one note in that entire table that qualifies,
and that is (can you believe this!!?)
25/12 = 1.335,
the 5th note in a 12-note octave. Score another huge point for
n=12!

This note, the 5th in the octave,
turns out to be F. Called the
“fourth” it is perhaps the second most important note in the
key of C.

These two crucially important notes, G and F, are found (to 0.5% accuracy) only in the
12 note octave. They’re not found in any of the others! Even now, years after this
piece of knowledge crossed my path, it still makes me real (sic) with wonder. As a
number, 12 has gone way up in my estimation. Those mutant forms among us with 6
toes on each foot seem to me to be true creatures of the muse. I bet they can dance up
a storm.

How about 5/3? The limits are:
1.6670.995 = 1.658
1.6671.005 = 1.675.
Again there’s only one note in the table that qualifies, but this
time it’s 1.662 in n=15. But there are two additional notes
that are within 1% of 5/3 and these are in n=11 and n=12. In
the latter column, it is:
29/12 = 1.682,

This note, the 9th in the octave,
turns out to be A. From an
“acoustic” point of view (to the
discriminating ear) it should sound
a bit sharp.

the 9th note in a 12-note octave. Since 9/12 = 3/4, this note
also appears in n=4, n=8, and n=16.
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The 12-note octave
By now it should be clear that 12 is really the only reasonable
candidate. But just to tie this one down at all four corners,
let’s look at one more ratio: 5/4. The limits are:
This note, the 4th in the octave, turns out to be E. It is
called the major third.

1.2500.995 = 1.244
1.2501.005 = 1.256.
This time there are no notes in the entire table that fall in this
½% interval, but there are a whole bunch that are within 1%
and these are in n=6, n=9, n=12, n=13 n=15, and n=16. In
n=12, we have:
24/12 = 1.260,
the 4th note in a 12-note octave. Since 4/12 = 1/3, this note
also appears in n=6, n=9, and n=15. Anyway, again 12 comes
out pretty well––it has a 5/4th even if, again, it is a bit sharp.
These are the only fractions where the numerator and denominator are both integers less than or equal to 5. The
overall “score” for each possible octave size is illustrated below.
i
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

n=6
1.000
1.122
1.260
1.414
1.587
1.782
2.000

n=7
1.000
1.104
1.219
1.346
1.486
1.641
1.811
2.000

n=8
1.000
1.091
1.189
1.297
1.414
1.542
1.682
1.834
2.000

n=9
1.000
1.080
1.167
1.260
1.361
1.470
1.587
1.714
1.852
2.000

n=10
1.000
1.072
1.149
1.231
1.320
1.414
1.516
1.625
1.741
1.866
2.000

n=11
1.000
1.065
1.134
1.208
1.287
1.370
1.459
1.554
1.656
1.763
1.878
2.000

n=12
1.000
1.059
1.122
1.189
1.260
1.335
1.414
1.498
1.587
1.682
1.782
1.888
2.000

n=13
1.000
1.055
1.113
1.173
1.238
1.306
1.377
1.452
1.532
1.616
1.704
1.798
1.896
2.000

n=14
1.000
1.051
1.104
1.160
1.219
1.281
1.346
1.414
1.486
1.561
1.641
1.724
1.811
1.903
2.000

n=15
1.000
1.047
1.097
1.149
1.203
1.260
1.320
1.382
1.447
1.516
1.587
1.662
1.741
1.823
1.910
2.000

n=16
1.000
1.044
1.091
1.139
1.189
1.242
1.297
1.354
1.414
1.477
1.542
1.610
1.682
1.756
1.834
1.915
2.000

Red signifies a half-percent match (the normal pitch perception interval) and orange signifies a onepercent match (where normal folk would detect a slight difference). There are only three reds and
12 has two of them. It also has two oranges and that’s as many as any other candidate. The only
possible other contender might be n = 15, with one red and two orange. I wonder what music
would sound like in that world.
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So 12 is the winner and that’s what we have today. And that’s why the frequency table below (that
covers 9 octaves) has 12 columns. What have we learned in this section about the structure of this
table?
C

C#

D

Eb

E

F

F#

G

G#

A

Bb

B

0 16.35 17.32 18.35 19.45 20.60 21.83 23.12 24.50 25.96 27.50 29.14 30.87
1 32.70 34.65 36.71 38.89 41.20 43.65 46.25 49.00 51.91 55.00 58.27 61.74
2 65.41 69.30 73.42 77.78 82.41 87.31 92.50 98.00 103.8 110.0 116.5 123.5
3 130.8 138.6 146.8 155.6 164.8 174.6 185.0 196.0 207.7 220.0 233.1 246.9
4 261.6 277.2 293.7 311.1 329.6 349.2 370.0 392.0 415.3 440.0 466.2 493.9
5 523.3 554.4 587.3 622.3 659.3 698.5 740.0 784.0 830.6 880.0 932.3 987.8
6 1047 1109 1175 1245 1319 1397 1480 1568 1661 1760 1865 1976
7 2093 2217 2349 2489 2637 2794 2960 3136 3322 3520 3729 3951
8 4186 4435 4699 4978 5274 5588 5920 6272 6645 7040 7459 7902
Well, first of all each octave has twice the frequency of the previous octave, so every row of the table is twice the row above. Secondly, thinking of the piano keyboard, to go from one key to the next,
there’s an increase in frequency of 1/12th of the frequency of the note. Thus each column of the table is 13/12 times the previous column.
Thus the columns are geometric sequences with ratio 2 and the rows are geometric sequences with
ratio 13/12.
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The design of the scale: two different schemes.
The system of having a constant frequency ratio
between successive notes (which we are pursuing here) is called even temperament, and that’s
the scheme that western music has adopted. Because of the homogeneity of the scale, all keys
are equally good, in the sense that any two will
have the same relative intervals between pairs
of notes. To popularize this Bach wrote a series
of 24 preludes and fugues (12 major keys and 12
minor keys) called The Well-tempered Clavier.
On the other hand, the acoustic scale, would require that the 8 notes in any “key” be the correct
small integers ratios and for the key of C major
these are given, along with the corresponding
decimals, in the table at the right. The problem
with this is that what’s right in one key won’t
usually be right in another and some pieces,
when transposed will sound awful.

note

Acoustic
scale

C
D
E
F
G
A
B
C

1
9/8 = 1.125
5/4 = 1.250
4/3 = 1.333
3/2 = 1.500
5/3 = 1.667
15/8 = 1.875
2

Even
temperament
20/12=1.000
22/12=1.122
24/12=1.260
25/12=1.335
27/12=1.498
29/12=1.682
211/12=1.888
212/12=2.000

So it’s a trade-off. Do we have one acoustically
perfect key which we play in all the time, or do
we use a compromise scheme which isn’t exactly
right in any key, but which works pretty well for
them all?
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Problems
1. How many notes would a 15-note octave and a 20-note octave have in common? That is, how
many of the frequencies that appear in the n=15 column of the above table would also appear in the
n=20 column? Make a list of these notes (give me their frequencies relative to the frequency of the
first note of the octave).
2. Recall that we are using n as the number of notes in the octave, and for any n, the frequency ratio
r between successive notes is determined as the solution to the equation 𝑟 𝑛 = 2. Denote by p the
value of r which provides a 15-note octave and by q the value of r which provides a 20-note octave.
What is the simplest relationship between p and q?
3. Solve the following equations for x. Give both an exact answer and, if appropriate, a 3-place decimal approximation.
(a) x10 = 100
(b) 10x = 100
(c) x100 = 10
(d) 100x = 10
(e) x1/10 = 100
4. Use three decimal place numbers to answer the following.
(a) Which of the 7 intermediate notes in the acoustic scale (see the above “acoustic scale” column)
are found (to within ½% accuracy) in the well-tempered 20-note octave?
(b) Which of the 7 intermediate notes in the acoustic scale are found to within 1% in the well-tempered 20-note octave?
(c) Which of the notes in the big table (that goes from n=4 to n=16) are within ½% of 7/4?
5. Simple ratios between two frequencies can be given a nice geometric interpretation in terms of a
guitar string. Consider 3/2. Clamp the string down in the middle and vibrate it to get the first note.
Then clamp it one third the way along and vibrate it again. The two frequencies are in the ratio 3:2 .
Can you explain why this is the case? If not, do a bit of research around this question. Now take
4/3. What would you do to the string to produce two frequencies in that ratio?
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Pythagoras.
6. The question arises whether for any n we might get the ratio 3/2 precisely––or the ratio 4/3, or
any other. Does it ever happen that 2i/n is equal to one of these fractions? The answer is no. In fact,
2𝑖/𝑛 is never equal to a fraction. The result is that for i between 0 and n, the numbers 2𝑖/𝑛 are always irrational. A special case of this is one of the classic puzzles of ancient Greece––to discover a
fraction whose square was 2, that is to write 21/2 as a fraction. The problem arose because the
Greeks knew that there was a line segment whose length was the square root of 2, (that’s the diagonal of the unit square) and they believed that every “length” was rational, so there must be a rational number which was the square root of 2. No one managed to actually find such a number, but
they all believed that one day, someone would.
But then Pythagoras stood up and dismayed the entire assembly. He claimed that they’d never find
their fraction––that there was no rational number whose square was 2. His proof is awesomely
simple, and I reproduce it below.
Pythagoras’ proof that 2 is irrational. Here I give an unceremonious version. Suppose 2 were
rational. Then it could be written p/q in lowest terms. Square to get: 2q2=p2. This implies p is
even, p=2r for some r. But then 2q2=p2=4r2. Cancel 2: q2=2r2. But this implies that q is even. So
both p and q are even and that’s a contradiction to our choice of the fraction p/q in lowest terms.
Now here’s the problem. Adapt this argument to prove that 25/12 is irrational. [The same method of
proof can be adapted to show that the numbers 2i/n are irrational for any n and i between 0 and n.]
A final note: A 12-note octave is what western music uses,
and that choice appears to go back at least to Pythagoras.
What the mathematical analysis here does is to let us see the
reasons that this choice has stood the test of time so well. It
is actually remarkable that such a small number, 12, does so
well for both of the important intervals 3/2 and 4/3. It turns
out that to get something that’s better at these two intervals
we have to go all the way to a 41-note octave. Curiously
enough, this fact was apparently discovered in 40 BC by King
Fang in China, though it’s not clear just how he did it. Certainly he didn’t have an electronic spreadsheet.

The story goes that Pythagoras
was listening to the hammers
of four smiths and found the
combination agreeable. He
weighed the hammers and
found them to be in the ratio
12:9:8:6. From these he derived the important intervals
12:6 = 2/1
12:8 = 3/2
12:9 = 4/3.
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